
AN And JIC Thread Identification

Its not often but it does happen, thread identification can be a genuine source of concern. 

Getting it right and ordering the correct size parts can be critical when building or modifying a 

vehicle.

What prompted me to think about putting together this article on AN and JIC Thread 

Identification was an enquiry we had earlier this week. We received an order from a person who 

wanted some adaptors for a component he had imported. He was told he would require his 

adaptor to be 3/4 BSP to fit this part. So far that's great news, parts being supplied with the 

thread information attached is good news. But things became difficult when the customer wanted 

to attach a hose assembly that was also supplied by another company. He also had the thread 

details supplied and it was quoted as 1-1/16 JIC. Our customer was unsure of what this size 

means in AN terms - almost all the automotive plumbing industry uses AN as the size reference.

The problem can be converting the JIC thread measurement into the AN dash size. It's not a new 

problem and tends to cause more anxiety than resulting in costly mistakes. Our old printed 

catalogue used to have a page on this subject so I thought we'd publish a new version of the AN 

to JIC Thread Identification on our website.

AN And JIC Thread Identification Defined

A JIC or AN union is simply a UNF thread with a convex (protruding) seat on the male and a 

concave (going inward) seat on the female. The JIC or AN seat is 74º when measured across 

them both. (If you have a UNF thread with 90º across the seat this is an SAE union - these are rare in automotive 

applications but I thought I'd mention it) This drawing conveys what an JIC or AN union should look like, 

we'll move onto the measurements further down the page.
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What is the difference between JIC and AN

The short answer is very little, it is simply the way the union is described. If you were in the 

hydraulics business you would see all listings for JIC quoted as the UNF thread diameter in 

imperial (inches and fractions of inches) following by JIC to confirm the seat or sealing 

method. An example of this would be 3/4 JIC.

Whereas AN is a dash size followed by AN, an example of this would be -08 AN. Now both 

these two descriptions or terms mean the very same union.

So, just to be sure - the JIC is preceded by an imperial measurement that confirms the UNF 

thread diameter. Whereas the AN is preceded by a '-' and two digits (single digit sizes should 

have a '0' in front). Both of these terms refer to the same union type.

The table below shows which AN size matches which JIC size. We also show the actual UNF 

thread used on these fittings and how this will read in a digital vernier gauge. I am surprised 

(should read I'm getting old) by how many people do not know or understand imperial 

measurements and I am sure most people will simply use a digital gauge to check things.

Dimension 'A' represents the correct way to measure a thread - the outside measurement. But if 

you only have a female AN thread to use as a reference we have also included the female 

measurements listed as Dimension 'B'. Please allow some minor variation in these figures that 

will occur in manufacturing.
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AN And JIC Thread Identification Chart
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